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He Has a Story to Tell
As is the custom on the day after the Blues Awards in Memphis, TN,
the fans roam up and down Beale Street catching shows with the many
greats and the many awardees that were in town. We found ourselves
at the Hardrock. The joint had been jumping for quite a while. The
players were mesmerizing but… it was time to move on to the next
musical find. While stepping out the door, I heard that ever so familiar
voice. I stopped in my tracks. I recognized that acoustic guitar playing
and heard his stomping in time with the music. I spun around, almost
knocking those behind me over. I ran back inside. Bobby Rush was center stage. The
crowd was over the top with his playing. I had seen the ‘other’ Bobby Rush many times
over the years with his bold, bodacious, comedic, highly energetic, entertaining music
revues. ‘This’ Bobby Rush was equally mesmerizing. He had the crowd engaged,
involved and asking for more. His music, simply put, is a compilation of his life stories
and perceptions that play out in his heartfelt songs. I was hooked. Yes, hooked on this
new Bobby Rush sound! It has always been there in reality. Its intensity and honesty
grabbed me, shook me, grounded me!!!
The next day we were asked to a join a group that was heading to the new Grammy
Museum in Cleveland, Mississippi for a private tour. (What a surprise!) Our host…. THE
Bobby Rush. The entire experience was surreal. We laughed, we learned, we savored
while touring that new music facility. Later that day, we joined Bobby and Mississippi’s
Senator for dinner. Bobby was gracious, funny, profound and informative about the
Blues. Bobby and I chatted throughout the afternoon. I soaked up what I could learn.
I found myself talking with his dancers at dinner. They explained that the Bobby Rush
they knew was always a perfect gentleman. He had their backs. He had also made it
possible for them to have their own businesses so that they could also look ahead and
realize a secure future. What was not possible for them was made possible.
Weeks later, he joined the Blues gang at Moondog’s in Blawnox, PA. We chatted so
much after the show that we ended up closing the joint.
Being the senior statesman of the Blues, having just won a Grammy to add to his many
other awards, having just received an honorary degree from Rhodes and with a new
book hitting the scene, Bobby Rush proved to be someone with a very interesting story
that needed to be shared. His story needs to be preserved as the ‘real deal’ type of Blues.
Jonnye: What is your definition of the Blues?
Bobby Rush: A man doing what he had to be doing, what he knows
how to do …. that is the Blues. I came up in the country. We worked
during the week. It was heaven to play and listen to music on the
weekends. A Bluesman would play all weekend and on Sunday night
head back to his day job on Monday morning.
2.
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Jonnye: What is the principal that you have lived by?
Bobby Rush: Faith. I am a Bluesman. I am not religious but am a Biblical study. My
father was a preacher. My Biblical study showed me that I did not know anything. Man
talks a lot but he really doesn’t know nothing. It is just common sense to keep studying.
Jonnye: I have seen you as a dynamic band and as an acoustic artist. What appeals to
you, the artist, about each of your acts?
Bobby Rush: Basically, there is no difference to me. I try to be business minded.
Commercially, I try to appeal to the average person. I have the range to appeal to the
young, the middle aged and the old. The acoustic show appeals to an older audience,
mostly white. I always played guitar. That is what I know. What I do commercially with
a band, I do with my acoustic. I write my songs. I bring in others to add to my band to
bring the music to life. I have 150 songs in the can that need to be recorded. I was never
as well-known as Muddy Waters but I have steadily worked in my career to modify
myself like the rappers to appeal to a broader audience, to different age groups.
Jonnye: Having talked with you many times, I am impressed by your humor and your
sensitivity. Yours songs are always intense; they size up life and break things down into
simple terms. Your songs ‘get to the heart of the matter’. You are a story teller. You were
advised to make your music ‘rawer’, more ‘roostier’ to appeal to crossover audiences.
Thus, your award-winning CD, Rawer than Raw, came to life. You paid tribute to
Howlin Wolf, Skip James and Robert Johnson with a mix of standards and originals.
How did you come to create that sound, that feeling?
Bobby Rush: I have been a stand-up comedian since I was a little kid. The laughter
comes into all of my work. I knew that music is what I wanted to do since I was a little
kid. I like to entertain. I was born to entertain. It comes naturally to me. I like to share
what’s on my mind.
Jonnye: You have been quoted as saying, ‘I am a Bluesman. I crossed over into white
audiences. I never crossed out as a Black man’. Please explain.
Bobby Rush: Many Bluesmen have crossed over to white audiences. I have crossed
over to white audiences but remember always that I am a Black man. I never want to
‘cross out’. Some Black musicians forget. Management companies, record labels, etc.
while creating a commodity have the Black players appeal to the white crowd and forget
who they really are. Black people cannot afford $60-$70 tickets each night. I always had
a price for a show depending on how many seats that are being sold. I package my
prices per amount in audience to make my tickets more affordable and to appeal to both
Blacks and Whites. I always wanted to give all people a chance to see Bobby Rush. My
acoustic show is lower priced and more affordable to all audiences to attend a show.
Keeping my eye on affordability, I always am still a part of my people, all people. I never
want to forget who I am.
3.
Jonnye: It has been said that you would like to play at The Blue Front Café in Betonia,
Mississippi. Surely, you have outgrown that place. What is its mystic for you?
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Bobby Rush: I used that for an example. I want to be accessible to those that made my
career possible. I want to always give back to the people that helped me.
Jonnye: What inspires you, being the elder Blues Statesman, to continue writing,
playing, winning awards. What keeps you in the game?
Bobby Rush: That is a hard question. It is people telling me that I can’t do what I do. I
have a new book out, ‘I Ain’t Studdin’ You’. I wanted share my story to let people
know that you can do what want to do, need to do. If I can climb hills, cross boundaries
and make it…. They can too!!!! I left the country and went to Arkansas. They had white
and colored bathrooms. I then set out for Chicago but first stopped in Memphis because
I was low on funds. I met all the greats at that time including Rufus Thomas and BB
King. I found that I could make money in the streets with dancing and singing. I went to
St. Louis and again was schooled by the greats that included Albert King and Chuck
Berry. I then made enough to go to Chicago where I met up with Howlin Wolf and
Muddy Waters, Bo Diddly, Ray Charles, Jimmie Reed. I thought I would be a free man
once I hit Chicago. I wanted to make a better living for my family. Things were not what
I had dreamed of. I once played a club where they wanted to hear my music. They had
us play behind a curtain so that they would not see my black face.
Jonnye: What does the opening of the Mississippi Grammy Museum mean to you, the
Blues and to the music?
Bobby Rush: It means everything to me!! Black people now have a place to get
information. They are not teaching it in the schools. Now, everyone can learn. I am over
eighty years old and I can now say that we have come a long way but have a long way to
go.
Jonnye: If you could go back in time and create the concerts of all concerts, who would
you personally gather on your stage?
Bobby Rush: You are putting me in a tough spot. Louis Jordan, Prince. Stevie Wonder,
Muddy Waters and Howlin Wolf…how about that combination? Prince was Muddy
Waters coming back to life.
Jonnye: Louis Jordan has been a big influence on you. He was the godfather of what
you do. Why is that?
Bobby Rush: The impact comes from my being a country boy, uneducated, not having
a chance to go to school, even though I had the desire to go to school and learn. Jordan
would relate to things in the country that I know; chickens, dogs, monkeys, snakes. One
song that he wrote was about a monkey and a buzzard. Its meaning was about someone
wanting to harm and oppress him. That caught my attention. Times were not the best
back then. Remembering that, my first gold record was “Chicken heads”.
4.
The PITCH Program…Putting Instruments in the Children’s Hands is in need of new or gently used
instruments. Help us to make a difference in a young person’s life. Contact: bswpa.org
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Jonnye: I read in your book about how you space the words, play a lick and stop. You
said that the time between the notes was as important as what you played. How does
that affect how you play?
Bobby Rush: When I was coming up, I had no one to play with. No one in my family
played music. I had to be the bass and the guitar player. I had to play all of the parts. My
thumb was my bass, my fingers were the guitar and my feet were my drums. I learned to
play everything at one time. They think I play with two guitars and it is just one. I play
with no over dub. That is how I record…one take. It was to my advantage.
Jonnye: What is your go to song when you need to find joy or to soothe?
Bobby: Making a decision. It goes like this…. Making a decision can sometimes be
hard. Making a decision can be different when you got tears involved. Making a decision
when an old woman is crying is different from when your mama is crying. Making a
decision when kissing and crying don’t make a grown woman smile. Making a decision
that what goes up must goes down. Making a decision is different when you are a smalltown mayor than when you are the president. Making a decision out of love is different
from when you just don’t care. Lord, help me make the right decision.
Jonnye: Of all the life time awards, the Grammys, your many awards, what means the
most to you?
Bobby Rush: My first Grammy! I was then surprised that at 80 years old, getting
another Grammy, I felt that I have been blessed. I am a Black man that is a Blues man
and all the opportunities have not been there. I have had to be three times as good as the
rest to get where I am.
Jonnye: Tell us about your being the first Bluesman to play Blues on the Great Wall of
China.
Bobby Rush: Pretty cool!! They paid only enough to get my band’s flights and such. I
worked for very little and only wanted a video in return. Little did they know, I had my
own video made and now own the rights to that video. Pretty cool!!!
Jonnye: You once said that you spent your best seventy-five cents ever to get into a
Muddy Waters show. Please tell us about that.
Bobby Rush: I admired him so much. I wanted to be with Muddy Waters. My best
experience with Muddy Waters was back in the 50’s. I gave him $5.50 to buy a ticket to
my show because I was making $7 a night to play. ~Get your copy of Bobby Rush’s
newly released book, I Ain’t Studdin’ Ya ….. http://bit.ly/IAintStuddinYa
5.
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Tickets will be available online at bswpa.org or at the door. WE will be under cover in a massive
pavilion that holds 2000 people…no worrying about the weather at our event. Vendors…we will
have them. Food trucks …. We will have them. A bar…it will be there. Come and share a day of
music. Thirteen acts in one day each giving their best 20-minute set. One solo/duo and one band
will be chosen to represent the BSWPA at the 2022 International Blues Challenge. Each will be
given a cash prize. An after party will invite as many players as we can host. Our hotel is only six
minutes away!!!
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A Glimpse Behind the Scenes
There are many forces that come into play behind the scenes to make
events happen. We think we know someone, that one special person.
BUT….do we really know them????
I do know that over the years, having traveled to many fests near and
far, that I could count on seeing a Moondog’s t-shirt. A chat would then
include the memories experienced at that award winning Blues club
called Moondog’s. What makes Moondog’s such a musical icon is the
man who creates the magic, Ron “Moondog” Esser. I personally have
worked side by side with this very humble man. It has always been a
treat. His energy, no matter what the odds, has always been amazing. Being generous
and compassionate is second nature to that man.
What we do know from the many interviews, documentaries, TV shows that have
happened is that many of the Ron ‘Moondog’ Esser boxes have been checked.
a singer and a guitar player
a devoted family man
his love of the music, its preservation, its sharing, its
discoveries
Cancer survivor, Covid survivor, Lyme disease survivor
and yet, he soldiered on
owns a restaurant nearby and provided meals throughout
covid for those in need while trying to keep his own doors open
a loyal and a true friend
a noteworthy culinary presence…pierogies, meatloaf and
fish sandwiches to pique anyone’s tastes. Guy Fieri of Diners,
Drive-ins and Dives says so!
Thinking about all of those attributes that we know from afar; it was in order to talk with
those that have worked with Ron Esser. The quest was on to discover the Ron Esser’s
behind the scenes ‘real’ persona in the music world. The following are thoughts shared
by Billy Price, Tinsley Ellis, John Vento and Kip London.
Jonnye: What is a memorable experience about working with Ron Esser?
Billy Price: The biggest thing to me is that, after you get to know him a
little bit, you recognize what a good, earnest, well-meaning guy he is. He
drives me nuts because he can be really difficult to get in touch with—
probably because so many people are after him all the time to play the
club—but he always eventually comes around, and he’s always more than
fair to deal with. Unlike with a lot of other people who represent venues
where I work with my bands, with Moon, I never feel like I’m dealing with
an adversary, I feel like I’m dealing with a friend. It’s probably like that for a lot of the
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other artists who work at Moondog’s, which explains why he is able to get so many big
names in the blues world to play his fairly small venue over and over again. He’s such
an easy guy to like that you just want to work for him, and he always treats you well
when you do.
Jonnye: What is it that he does different to bring the music to life?
Billy Price: I think a lot of people in Pittsburgh know about how active he is with
charitable work, especially for autism and what he calls “differently abled” people. In
addition to putting together a high-quality schedule of blues and roots music
performers, he is always ready to organize special events to raise money for the causes
he cares about. The tremendous response to the fundraiser that was organized for HIM
this summer is evidence of how many people he has helped. People root for him to
succeed, because they just like him, and people were happy to help him out because he
inspired their support.
Jonnye: You both have Blues Awards, what is your combined impact on the works of
Blues?
Billy Price: Moon won a well-deserved Supporting the Blues award from the Blues
Foundation, and I won one for my album with Otis Clay, This Time for Real. What we
have in common is that we are both from Pittsburgh, so maybe there is some recognition
for the Pittsburgh scene in the community connected with the Blues Foundation that
resulted from our winning those awards. I can’t really say that either of us had a huge
impact on “The Blues” in general. For me, I’m just glad to be able to sing with good
bands and have people out there who want to still hear me do that, because I love it. I’d
guess that Moon feels the same way about what he does at his club and in his other
activities.
Jonnye: With over 30 years of friendship, what makes that work with you
and Ron Esser?
Kip London: No expectations and a ton of laughing. Ronnie takes
people for who they are. He doesn't expect them to change or go along
with what his opinion is. This frees a person up to be themselves. Ronnie
truly loves all kinds of people and is interested in their stories no matter
who you are. In a weird way, he gets the best out of people with this
attitude. I've seen it many times with musicians, people that work for him,
and anyone that walks in. With me, our friendship began with our love of music but
evolved through shared experience and being kindred spirits. There's a lot of mutual
respect. He's done that with many players over the years and it works. That enables him
to be friends with musicians without feeling there is a debt to be owed. He has been a
good friend. When Ronnie sees someone who needs help, he's there. I've always known
he would be there when I needed him. Years ago, when I split up with my first wife, I
was living in Boston at the time. He sends me a plane ticket to fly down to Pittsburgh for
the weekend to get away from it all. Junior Wells was playing at Moondog’s that weekend.
We sat drinking and laughing with Junior after the show till 5 in the morning. You think I
will ever forget that? I've got lots of stories of him doing things like that. He uses the
tools and the life he has to help other people. He doesn't tell people he does things like
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this. He just puts on a sideways grin and goes on to the next adventure. The other side
of that coin though is that you have to plead with him to be able to help him out in any
way. Organizers Cheryl Rinovato and John Vento said it was like pulling teeth to get Ron
to agree to having that recent virtual, ‘Save Moondog’s Benefit’. How many club owners
have had Tinsley Ellis, Tommy Castro, Jimmy Thackery, and Bruce Springsteen donate
free time to save a little blues bar in Blawnox, PA? I am so glad that he wised up. That
building needed work!
Jonnye: What inspires you about Ron as a friend and as a working musician.
Kip London: His work ethic for one. He had a serious battle with cancer last year and I
don't think he missed a day of work. He believes in what he does and he really, REALLY
loves doing it. He's not in it for the glory as it were. He likes being in the background
while at the same time making it all happen. It's kind of a game for him. Running a
nightclub, a bar/restaurant, musical promotion company, past work with the Pittsburgh
Food Bank and his tireless work with the Pittsburgh Autism Society and Band Together
Pittsburgh. The man takes chaos and makes magic happen. Even through Covid he
found ways to keep his employees working. He's a bit crazy, you know. His mind is
always cranking. I should also mention he's totally devoted to his family and his special
needs son, James. It's kind of beautiful to see them together. They both have huge
personalities and they're always together.
Jonnye: What is the best kept secret about Ron's persona that more people should
know.... (Just want to give his efforts credit)?
Kip London: I'm not sure it's a secret. People see it all the time. Here's an example.
There has been an open stage on Wednesday nights going on at the Starlite for a number
of years. Obviously, it closed down during Covid. A couple of the players, Devin and
Mike, kept it going virtually for 64 weeks, nothing. Last Wednesday it officially opened
up again and there were a lot of people there. Ron picked up EVERYONE’S entire tab for
the whole night. You can imagine, like many, many businesses, the amount of money he
lost over the past year. I know the man. His wife works full time, he works 50-60 hours a
week. He's not made of money. Who does that?
Jonnye: What do you think that Ron should be remembered for … his humor, his
works, his music, his passion????
Kip London: Moondog’s is not the classiest joint you're ever gonna walk into. Over the
years, it got a reputation amongst tons of successful national touring musicians as being
a place to play where the club owner paid you well, fed you well, really respected the
musician and truly made you feel at home. A huge number of these people are really
loyal to Ronnie and have nothing but respect for him. The Bible talks about "good
works". Through music, laughter, passion and kindness Ron has had a lifetime of "good
works". I'm really proud to be his friend.
Jonnye: What is it about working together with Ron that is inspiring.
What gets the momentum going for your projects together?
John Vento: Moon is a whirl wind of new ideas. He never stops. He
bounces everything off the wall and usually something wonderful comes
from it. As hyper and crazy that I am, he has me beat. Lol. My job is to
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sort through his ideas and try to come up with a plan for implementation. Moon is a
self-made street dude who knows how to make things happen.
Jonnye: Can you share a funny scenario that you laugh about when you work together.
John Vento: Oh my, there are so many. Where do I start? Actually, the funniest things
are the crazy voice mail messages we leave each other. Let’s just say that most are not
appropriate to share publicly. LOL
Jonnye: Who determines what the projects/collaborations will be?
John Vento: Well, if one of us feels really passionate, the other guys usually joins in.
Sometimes we have conflict and then we will get some outside input. Because we are
both hard headed men, we usually just make things happen.
Jonnye: In the end game, what do you want remembered from your friendship and
working relationship?
John Vento: Of course, our collaboration with Band Together Pittsburgh is
everything. It was all so grass roots. Without any planning we have somehow created a
truly loving and supportive family of people who share our commitment to folks on the
autism spectrum.
Jonnye: Simply, what makes Ron tick?
John Vento: First off, his son James is his entire world. Everything revolves around
James. Moon is an incredibly devoted and loving father. After James comes his love of
music and the people that create it. The guy has a heart of gold, he would do anything
for anybody in need.
Tinsley Ellis who has visited the ‘Burgh many times over the years
(Moondog’s and at many fests) when asked his take on working with Ron
Esser offered the following:
Ron is one of my closest friends in the music business. With the recent
closing of Charlotte NC's Double Door Inn, Ron is my longest standing
concert promoter. We've been through so many good times together and a
few bad times as well. When my son died suddenly in January of this year,
Ron was the first music business friend to call me. I look forward to seeing Ron again
when our touring resumes.
Now you have it…what you see is what you get. Ron ‘Moondog’ Esser…we
salute you!!

10.
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Tom Craig
Good Man Gone Bad
“‘Good Man Gone Bad’ is just out and about to make a big
splash in the blues world.” – Tas Cru
Pennsylvania blues man Tom Craig hits the mark with his second
recording “Good Man Gone Bad”.
Produced by harmonica ace Mikey Junior and mixed at Fat Rabbit Studios by Dave
Gross, this set of tunes follows Tom’s first recording with Soul Patch. “Get Ready for
Me “. Comparatively speaking “Good Man” documents Tom’s growth as a musician all
while presenting an enjoyable collection of 13 songs that cover most blues styles. But it’s
Tom’s writing, and co-writing with Mikey Junior, along with the soulful delivery that
rang true for me.
Beginning with the first cut “I’m Working Too Hard” Tom sets a lyrical theme for the
recording that hops from one side of a relationship to another. Accompanied by a
driving beat Tom professes to be “I’m working too hard for your love”. Many probably
have felt similar, but wisely, for the health of their specific relationship kept their own
council. Tom’s words might have you saying to yourself “I feel you brother”!
I really enjoy the next track “What A Man’s Gotta Do”. The guitar work accentuates the
beat and the harmonica by Mikey Junior lends a nice touch throughout the song,
specifically as the song fades out. Performed live this song has people up and dancing.
The title track (You Made A) “Good Man Gone Bad” appears third on the recording and
Tom’s soulful voice resonates in this song. This bluesy ballad bespeaks of making “the
worst of a good situation”, leading the listener to speculate on the destructive nature of
succumbing to temptation. Tom’s vocals are spot on and clearly Tom is at home base
with these types of blues ballads.
Harmonica sets the tone on another ballad “It’s All My Fault”, another one of Tom’s fine
ballads. The band lends just the right touch with a beat that fits the lyrics. Tom’s guitar
solo is perfectly measured. ~ Scott Morris

It is Well with My Soul
Soulful Femme
What do the words ‘soulful’ and ‘femme’ mean to you? To
me, these words evoke the strength, wisdom, and vision of
seminal female artists like Nina Simeone, Erykah Badu, Tina
Turner, Sister Rosetta Tharpe, and Roberta Flack; this
lineage is precisely what blues/funk/jazz fusion duo Soulful
Femme channel with their debut album It Is Well with My
Soul, joining a famed league of powerful female voices in
music.
11.
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The Pittsburgh duo of vocalist Stevee Wellons and guitarist Cheryl Rinovato have been
performing in the tri-state area for almost twenty-five years – Wellons, alumni of AfroAmerican Institute (AAMI) has perfected her on-stage presence by pouring her heart
and soul into performance for over a quarter of a century, whilst Delaney-endorsed
Rinovato is thrice the winner of the Jim Weber Award for blues-based musicianship
during her seasoned career in and out of the studio. Their individual pedigree is
unquestionable, but it wasn’t until their paths merged and Soulful Femme was formed
that they began to seamlessly weave the drama of blues with the sophistication of jazz
music.
Within only the first few vocal lines of the intro and album namesake ‘It Is Well with My
Soul’, you understand what Soulful Femme is all about – immediately establishing
Wellons’ prowess behind the microphone during the soothing acapella beginning, it also
alludes to the duo’s strength of character, their sense of self, and fulfilment in their
womanhood. Only 1:10 minutes in length, it serves as a subtle interlude, but
encapsulates the album’s overarching theme with perfection.
Swiftly after, they begin to crank it up some – ‘Set You Free’ sees Soulful Femme at its
biggest and brashest, with exaggerated horn sections and slap bass accentuating the
transition to sheer funk. They effortlessly switch from dimly-lit, smoky piano bar blues
on ‘Trouble’ to the stirring balladry of ‘40 Under’, to the serene jazz stylings of ‘Fearless
One’, with the ethos of blues music at the band’s core – Rinovato is evidently influenced
by the raw 60s British Invasion blues of Cream-era Eric Clapton, which bleeds through
her precise and passionate playing style, especially on the likes of ‘Ribbon’.
“Walk a mile in my shoes / I was born to blues” Wellons wails on ‘Born to Blues’, the
album’s standout track that joins together languid lounge jazz, Latin-flavored lead
guitar, and introspective lyrics rooted in the traditions of blues that inextricably
consigns this genre to the duo. They may have ‘the blues’, but they’re fine with it. It’s
just a part of life, and makes you a stronger, more impenetrable character for it. Soulful
Femme in this respect is an important female partnership, with a perspective that is not
diluted but instead fortified with one authentic feminine experience.
Teaching and coaching voice at numerous CCAC college campuses in the tri-state area,
Wellons not only aims to pass on her expertise, but also her experience. With It Is Well
with My Soul, it’ll only help to keep that lineage of formidable female voices in music
alive and thriving. –Tom Curtis
12.

Harptoberfest
Coming soon in October - Hosted by Charlie Barath
Blues Society of Western PA production
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The Queen of Pittsburgh
Tedi Brunetti
Tedi Brunetti has come a long way since her early days as a youth in
Pittsburgh, drumming with notable acts such as Eloise Laws, Isis’ Carol
MacDonald and Witch, and the Debbie Harry/Mick Jones-produced,
B-Girls. Now with years behind her as a singer, songwriter, drummer,
and bandleader, Brunetti has released her 2nd solo album, The Queen
of Pittsburgh, on July 20th.
Co-Produced by Dean Sargent (Taylor Dayne, Blue Oyster Cult), the album is a
throwback with a modern twist to blues and rock that so many people cherished
throughout the 1970s. It has the modern era of production and soulful songwriting to
back it up. Eat, Sleep, Repeat introduces the record as a bit of a legacy record,
demonstrating Brunetti’s songwriting and experience in a solid slow-groove Santanalike jam. The hook, Eat, Sleep, Repeat, speeds the track up, ensuring listeners won’t get
tired of the direct beat initially heard.
The album keeps things going with a similar formula on the record’s second track, Evil
Woman, which was released on May 25th as the single for the album. Brunetti’s soulful
voice takes hold of the track, spouting off about a literal evil woman.
When You’re from Pittsburgh is an excellent Pittsburgh-filled jam discussing the details
of everything you could ever know about the city. The blues shuffle of the track would
get any bar or club to dance along to the 12-bar blues.
Same Old Blues begins with an infectiously catchy bassline and wah-induced guitar, just
for it to be topped off with Brunetti’s voice. Not to mention the booming nature of the
drums to back it up.
The halfway point of the record features Seduce You, a lust-filled track about a couple
having alone time in a house (I’ll let your imagination figure out the rest).
White Man Dancing begins with a BB King-style jam with an early-era Miles Davis
trumpet over the track. Brunetti soon comes in with a slow delivery stating, “I’m going
to tell you a story,” and the song progresses from there.
Things pick up with a drum-beat intro reminiscent of My Bloody Valentine’s Only
Shallow on My True Story with Brunetti discussing a run-in with the law. The track has
a fantastic sax solo in the middle of it, a nice change of pace to hear.
The album’s title track, The Queen of Pittsburgh, has a driving bass and drum groove
you’d typically hear on any blues album, but Brunetti’s vocal delivery and fantastic
guitar lead lines keep it sounding fresh. Something’s Cooking has the affable theme of
happiness catered throughout the record on a country-shuffle like jam to close things
off.
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A blues and rock record like this comes out during a time when it’s not in the norm’, but
Brunetti tries her best to keep the modern production and direct incision of every track
to keep listeners enticed. Even at its most formulaic moments, The Queen of
Pittsburgh is a solid record that any fan of blues or classic rock will dig. ~-Thomas Katt
http://www.tedibrunetti.com
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Red's Blues
"Broke Down in The Fast Lane"
"Broke Down In The Fast Lane" is the third release for Sacramento, CA based
Red's Blues. The band is fronted by the husband-and-wife team of Richard
"RW" Grigsby on bass, vocals and harmonies and Beth Grigsby on vocals and
harmonies. Filling things out are Doug Crumpacker on guitar, vocals and
harmonica; and Tim Wilbur on drums, percussion and vocals. For this
project, RW and Beth enlisted the help of some very recognizable special guests: Johnny Burgin
on guitar; John Cocuzzi on piano; Rick Estrin on harmonica; Sid Morris on piano and organ;
Kyle Rowland on guitar and harmonica; Kid Anderson on Wurlitzer and harmony vocals; and
Grub Mitchel on piano and harmony vocals. The album contains eleven tracks of which ten are
band originals and/or compilations.
The opening and title track - "Broke Down in The Fast Lane" (RW & B Grigsby) - is a tale about
being in one of those "where in hell is a cop when you need one?" situations. As Beth says "I've
never cared much for the CHP, but now I'm praying for the blue lights to rescue me". With
horns blaring as cars whiz by and radiator fluid leaking and mixing with the rain, Beth's hoping
for an angel with a tow bar and a chain. This slowed down shuffle features an appropriate chuga-long type rhythm by RW and Tim; a melancholic harmonica and guitar vibe by Doug and
Johnny B and somewhat of a lively - I think help is here kind of feeling - piano lead, by Sid.
Had this been the very next track it would have been somewhat of a segue. It's titled " Road
Scholar " (RW Grigsby) and it's a song about musicians who spend too much time on the road
working for too little pay. Sadly, I think I personally know a few dozen of them. Musically, it's
an up-tempo shuffle featuring Tim spinning tales from the road, with hot tandem guitar leads by
Johnny B and Doug, intertwined by more good piano highlights, this time by Grub.
Yet another fine piano presentation, by yet another fine pianist - this time it's Sid Morris - giving
"Howlin' Winds" (Joe Turner) somewhat of a N'awlins Dixieland Jazz vibe. You know - that
kind of wailing you hear while walking down Bourbon Street that ya just gotta follow till you find
a bunch of people partying at the jook joint at the end of a courtyard. Yeah, that! Along with
multi–Blues Music Award winner Rick Estrin doin' some howlin' of his own on the harmonica
and Beth sounding like she'd have been a force to be reckoned with back in the days of those
sultry jazz lounge singers, this is indeed one of the disc's best.
Five songs in and I'm seeing several interesting patterns. Most importantly, it seems as if all the
tracks feature killer piano leads - this one is again by Sid - and a lot of the songs have road
themes .... go figure! This one's called "Jackknifed" (RW Grigsby & M Hummel). The truckin'
rhythm is the perfect vehicle for this hard drivin' song about the perils that sometimes come
with hard driving. Additionally, Mr. & Mrs. Grigsby have the lead and harmony vocals in high
gear and Johnny B is living up to that "Rockin' Johnny Burgin" moniker he's come to be known
for.
As many times during this track that you might want to shout out "Wooly Bully" - and there will
be several - don't! This one is titled "40 Years of Trouble" (RW & B Grigsby) and musically,
Sid's organ led rhythm is a bit reminiscent of that Sam the Sham and The Pharaohs classic and
this time, with the lead and harmony vocals reversed its Mrs. and Mr. Grigsby belting out a fun
filled, dance floor filler for sure.
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I've already mentioned about how impressed I am with the many pianists (four) performing on
this release but equally as impressive is the way the lead vocals get very effectively passed
around as well. That said, "G.O.N.E." features another outstanding piano solo and this time it's
at the hands of John Cocuzzi. It also features Doug C taking a song he wrote and running with
it. In addition to a fine vocal deliverance his strummin' and pickin' give this one a cool country
feel. Nice stuff!
So, this Grigsby's original has me thinking RW must be pretty hot stuff. As Beth tells it, the
ladies are constantly telling her that her man is so fine. Although appreciative of the
compliments, her take is "'Hand's Off' he's mine!" As a matter of fact, he's sounding mighty fine
right here with some of his best work on what sounds to me like a stand-up bass. That, along
with John C laying down a polished jazz combo sound on the piano, sets just the right mood for
Beth to do that sexy jazz singer thing she seems so comfortable with. Damn, she even closes it
out with some stylish scat. Having been a jazz buff in my younger days, I'm loving this one.
Other tracks on "Broke Down In The Fast Lane" include: "Flim Flam Man" (RW Grigsby);
"Sweet Karma (RW & B Grigsby); “A Word About Gossip” (L Johnson & RW Grigsby); and "Say
What!" (D Crumpacker). Not having their first two releases now has me wondering what I've
missed out on. ~Peter "Blewzzman" Lauro www.redsbluesband.com
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